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Abstract

Typing has traditionally been the only in-
put method used by human translators
working with computer-assisted transla-
tion (CAT) tools. However, speech is a nat-
ural communication channel for humans
and, in principle, it should be faster and
easier than typing from a keyboard. This
contribution investigates the integration of
automatic speech recognition (ASR) in a
CAT workbench testing its real use by
human translators while post-editing ma-
chine translation (MT) outputs. This pa-
per also explores the use of MT com-
bined with ASR in order to improve recog-
nition accuracy in a workbench integrat-
ing eye-tracking functionalities to collect
process-oriented information about trans-
lators’ performance.

1 Introduction

Human-aided machine translation is gradually be-
coming a common practice for language service
providers (LSPs) as opposed to machine-aided hu-
man translation. Depending on the nature of the
text, more and more LSPs pre-translate the source
text using existing translation memories (TMs) and
then automatically translate the remaining text us-
ing an MT engine. Then human translators cor-
rect and adapt, i.e. post-edit, the output from both
TMs and MT to produce different levels of transla-
tion quality. Improving and maximizing the poten-
tials of a post-editing workbench is thus one of the
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priorities set by both the industry and the research
community (Mesa-Lao, 2012). The motivation be-
hind this paper comes from a desire to know how
different input modalities in a computer-assisted
translation (CAT) workbench can be of greater
support to translation professionals.

Keyboards are the most widely used input de-
vice for text production and they seem to be the
easiest input method when only minor changes are
needed. However, in the context of post-editing,
when the text requires major changes (e.g. editing
larger segments of text), typing could be optimized
using other input modalities. Moreover, if the post-
editor is not a touch typist, then she has to switch
visual attention back and forth between the screen
and the keyboard making the task more complex.
A possible solution for this profile of users could
be the use of other input methods, such as ASR
or hand-writing, in addition to traditional typing
(Hauptmann and Rudnicky, 1990).

The comparison between ASR and typing as in-
put methods can be done based on task duration,
i.e. measuring the time needed to type against
the ASR rate including possible corrections to fix
recognition inaccuracies. Studies on input dura-
tions have shown that ASR input can be faster
(Chen, 2006; Vidal et al., 2006).

This paper is structured along the following
lines: The first section presents the CASMACAT1

1CasMaCat: Cognitive Analysis and Statistical Methods
for Advanced Computer Aided Translation. Project co-
funded by the European Union under the Seventh Frame-
work Programme Project 287576 (FP7 ICT-2011.4.2). URL:
http://casmacat.eu. Demo: http://casmacat.prhlt.upv.es/mail-
demo/askdemo.php
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workbench as an introduction to the SEECAT2

project. A description follows on how new ASR
modules for English, Spanish and Hindi have been
added to the SEECAT workbench. The last sec-
tion presents the experimental data collected in two
pilot studies with human translators performing a
series of tasks using ASR and keyboard as input
methods.

2 Background: The CASMACAT
workbench

The CASMACAT (Alabau et al., 2014a) project
aims at developing the next-generation translation
workbench to improve productivity, quality, and
work practices in the translation industry. The
current CASMACAT prototype (version 2) allows
users to upload documents and work with a first
MT draft for post-editing. In its current implemen-
tation the workbench only supports keyboard and
mouse as input modes, but it will also support e-
pen(Alabau et al., 2014b) in the next prototype.
A diagram of the major components of the CAS-
MACAT workbench is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Major components of the CASMACAT

workbench v.3

2.1 Machine translation server

The machine translation server converts the source
text (in the form of XLIFF files) into a target text.
The output is provided by the MATECAT (Bertoldi

2SEECAT Project: Speech & Eye-Tracking En-
abled Computer Assisted Translation. URL:
http://bridge.cbs.dk/platform/?q=SEECAT

et al., 2012) component. This server works in par-
allel with Translation Memories (TMs) to retrieve
the data from the translation server. TMs are ba-
sically a repository of previously translated seg-
ments. During the translation process, the trans-
lation server queries a TM to search for exact or
fuzzy matches of the current source segment and
these matches are then proposed to the translator
as translation suggestions. When no matches are
found in the TM, suggestions from the MT engine
are supplied to the translator.

2.2 The editor

The CASMACAT editor is a web-based client with
configurable visualization options for interactive
translation prediction and interactive editing. The
editor has several interfaces to communicate with a
remote MT system via the CASMACAT MT server
and it will be able to interface with an e-pen (Al-
abau et al., 2014b) in the next prototype. The edi-
tor features logging functions to record translator’s
keystrokes and mouse clicks as well as gaze activ-
ity captured by an eye-tracking device (i.e. Eye-
Link 1000).

Taking the CASMACAT workbench as a start-
ing point, the SEECAT project aimed at testing
the potential of speech recognition for translator-
computer interaction. A description of the
SEECAT workbench is provided in the next sec-
tion.

3 The SEECAT workbench

The main aim of the SEECAT (Speech & Eye-
Tracking Enabled Computer-Assisted Translation)
project was to provide ASR as an input method for
post-editing MT using the GUI of CASMACAT.
The SEECAT workbench is able to recognize
speech in English, Hindi and Spanish from any
user without previous training.

User interaction is triggered after pressing the
record button in the GUI to dictate text. The text to
be replaced in the editor has to be selected before
pressing the record button. The audio signal is then
sent to the SEECAT server and the recognized text
is sent back to the GUI. An example is shown in
the figure 2.

Figure 3 shows the communication architecture
between the client, the browser/GUI, the audio
plug-in, the SEECAT server and the ASR server.
It shows how the integration process is done with
the server, and the client through the GUI. ”Click
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Figure 2: Recording functions in the SEECAT
GUI.

RECORD” stands for clicking the record button
to capture the speech signal, and ”Click STOP”
stands for clicking the stop button to stop the
recording.

Figure 3: Case diagram for the interaction between
browser, audio plug-in and server.

The data flow diagram proposed in the SEECAT
project can be represented at a higher level as
shown in Figure 4. The left part of the Figure 4
(CASMACAT) is represented in more detail in the
previous Figure 1 and the right part of the Figure
4 (SEECAT) is described in more detail in Figure
5. CASMACAT sends the cursor position plus the
recorded audio file to the SEECAT server. The
SEECAT server sends back the ASR transcription.

3.1 Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)

In SEECAT, AT&T Watson Toolkit has been
trained for ASR in three languages, namely En-
glish, Hindi and Spanish.

3.1.1 English and Spanish

The English and Spanish ASR systems were
provided by AT&T Labs-Research. Table 1 shows
the details about the data. The data was recorded
by female native speakers of the language.

Figure 4: High level diagram of the proposed sys-
tem.

Data Statistics EN-ES
EN ES

#sentences 7,792,118 7,792,118
#words 98,347,681 111,006,109
Vocabulary 501,450 516,906

Table 1: English and Spanish ASR data in
SEECAT.

3.1.2 Hindi
The Hindi ASR was trained on more than 20

hours of audio data (7k training sentences) with
transcriptions. The data was collected from vari-
ous sources as described in table 2. The training
details of Hindi ASR can be found in a previous
work (Pandey et al., 2013).

Contributed By Domain
KIIT General text messages

McGill University News
IIIT Hyderabad Wikipedia Articles

SEECAT workshop Text messages, Tourism

Table 2: Hindi ASR training data in SEECAT

For a test set of 67 sentences of a general do-
main, the recognition accuracy for Hindi ASR was
69.0.

3.2 SEECAT modules
SEECAT captures the speech signal using the
WebRTC API(Bergkvist et al., 2012) (Web Real
time communication) from the browser. WebRTC
API is a browser API that enables browser to
browser applications for voice calling/streaming,
video streaming and peer-to-peer file sharing in
real time communication without plug-ins. We
have used this API for audio data. SEECAT uses
SoX conversion for down sampling the speech sig-
nal from 16 khz to 8 khz. This signal is passed to
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the ASR server for the recognition of the speech
signal uttered by the user.

The CASMACAT logging functions have been
extended with the information coming from ASR
in order to be able to check when the ASR input
starts and finishes.

Figure 5 describes how the SEECAT compo-
nents interact.

Figure 5: SEECAT architecture.

The SEECAT server receives from the GUI: The
source text, an audio file, the cursor position, the
selected text (optionally) and the gaze data when-
ever an eye-tracker device is connected. In or-
der to improve the accuracy of the ASR module,
the ASR in SEECAT is trained following previous
work in this field (Paulik et al., 2005a) and (Paulik
et al., 2005b). As described in Figure 5, in a post-
editing task the ASR n-best hypotheses are gener-
ated using the audio file provided by the GUI to the
SEECAT server. Also, the MT hypotheses are gen-
erated for the source string. These MT hypotheses
are used to rescore ASR hypotheses. The experi-
ments related to ASR MT integration are described
in the following section.

Figure 6: SEECAT combination of MT+ASR for
better recognition.

In the future, we would also like to improve

the translation output combining gaze data with
ASR+MT output. The data from the eye-tracker
will not only provide information about the trans-
lation process, but will also help to improve the
output provided by the MT server base in gaze in-
formation coming from the user.

4 Experiments and results

This section presents experimental data using the
current version of the SEECAT workbench.

4.1 Integration of ASR and MT
MT can improve ASR (Khadivi et al., 2006;
Lecouteux et al., 2006) in a computer-assisted
translation scenario. The same technique used to
improve ASR through MT can be used with se-
mantic information (Tammewar et al., 2013). In
SEECAT, the hypotheses produced by ASR and
MT are converted into lattices and are then com-
posed using Edit Machine with the help of Open-
Fst toolkit (Allauzen et al., 2007). The synset in-
formation from WordNet is used while composing
for the semantic matching of words. According
to the edit distance scores, ASR hypotheses are
rescored. We further extend this approach for the
two language pairs Hindi-English and Spanish En-
glish, where the target language is English along
with incorporating semantic information from En-
glish WordNet (Miller, 1995).

4.1.1 Experiments
In the Hindi-English MT system, it was found

that the translated sentences were very poor and
hence the POS tagger could not assign correct POS
tags to the words. So we modified the technique to
merge the senses not only from the predicted POS
category but from all the four POS categories. This
way the wrong POS tag will not affect the sense se-
lection. Then this technique was also extended to
Spanish-English system. This approach reduced
the processing time, as now the POS tagger is not
needed and time complexity is a very important
factor in a real-time system such as SEECAT.

4.1.2 Results
For the evaluation, we used a test dataset of

132 sentences for Hindi-English and 96 sentences
for Spanish-English. Table 3 enumerates the re-
sults for various experiments. Overall the word ac-
curacy increased by 3.4% for Hindi-English and
2.0% for Spanish-English system over the base-
line ASR. We performed the integration taking MT
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hypotheses as sequence (Seq.) of words and un-
weighted (Unw.) bag of words and found that the
latter strategy performs better (Tammewar et al.,
2013).

Experiment Language Pair
Hin-Eng Span-Eng

POS Yes No No
Only ASR 68.3 79.1

ASR+MT Seq. 68.7 80.2
Unw. 69.7 80.3

ASR+MT+Synset Seq. 71.1 70.7 80.8
Unw. 71.4 71.7 81.1

Table 3: ASR Word Accuracy in SEECAT.

There was not much difference in ASR word ac-
curacy for experiments with POS and without POS
tag, so we performed experiments without POS in-
formation for Spanish-English as the system per-
forms faster in a real translation task without as-
signing POS tag for each word in the hypothesis.

4.2 Integration of ASR and Gaze

An eye-tracker plug-in has been integrated to
the SEECAT interface to collect gaze information
while a human translator interacts with the work-
bench. In a previous work (Kulkarni et al., 2013)
was provided information on the use of gaze data
to map gaze fixations to source words to improve
ASR. For the integration, lattices were created and
composed using the same ASR-MT composition.

Experiments showed that ASR as weighted bag-
of-words and gaze as unweighted bag-of-words
improved by 4.6% word accuracy in ASR for the
English-Hindi pair.

4.3 Post-editing typing and using ASR

In this section the results of a pre-pilot and a pilot
study assessing the potential of integrating ASR in
a post-editing workbench are presented.

4.3.1 Pre-pilot test
Two native Spanish speakers volunteered to in-

teract with the SEECAT workbench across the fol-
lowing six tasks:

• Task 1: Translation from scratch through typ-
ing (only using keyboard interaction)

• Task 2: Translation from scratch through
ASR (only using speech interaction)

• Task 3: Post-editing through typing (only us-
ing keyboard interaction)

• Task 4: Post-editing through ASR (only using
speech interaction)

• Task 5: Translation from scratch through typ-
ing + ASR

• Task 6: Post-editing through typing + ASR

Participant 1 was a professional translator while
participant 2 did not have previous experience in
translation. In each of these six tasks, the two par-
ticipants worked from English into Spanish and
the text domain involved in the experiments was
tourism (the domain for which the ASR had pre-
viously been trained). Time to complete the task
was considered as the dependent variable in order
to measure the productivity gains derived from in-
corporating ASR as an input method for both trans-
lation from scratch and post-editing of MT.

Figure 7: Time in minutes per tasks for participants
1 and 2.

Figure 7 shows overall times per task for the two
participants in this pre-pilot test.

These preliminary results show that combining
ASR and typing in post-editing tasks can produce
faster turnaround when considering the task time
overall as opposed to just providing ASR or typing
as input method for the same tasks.

When looking at the time spent across individual
segments in each of the six tasks for the two partic-
ipants (see Figures 8 and 9), it can be seen that the
majority of segments with the fastest turnaround
belong to the post-editing task combining both
ASR and typing.

In Figures 8 and 9, it is observed that the combi-
nation of ASR and typing requires the shortest time
when compared to other tasks. This combination
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of input methods could still benefit from enhanc-
ing the ASR module adding new vocabulary and
new domains.

Figure 8: Time in minutes across segments and
tasks for participant 1.

Figure 9: Time in minutes across segments and
tasks for participant 2.

The results of this pre-pilot test encouraged the
pilot test reported in the next section, where only
post-editing tasks were included.

4.3.2 Pilot test
A group of 10 professional translators (7 women

and 3 men) aged between 24 and 32 volunteered to
perform the evaluation of the SEECAT workbench
described in section 3. All participants had a de-
gree in translation studies and were regular users
of computer-aided translation tools (mainly SDL
Trados and Déjà Vu X2). None of them had ever
used ASR technology, but 90% of them claimed to
have previous experience in post-editing MT as a
professional service.

The pilot text involved two different texts (T1
and T2), of ten segments each, in the following two
tasks:

1. Post-editing through typing (only using key-
board interaction)

2. Post-editing through typing + ASR

Task and text order were counterbalanced across
participants. The language pair involved was
English into Spanish and the text domain was
tourism, the domain for which the ASR was
trained. Following the design tested in the pre-
pilot, this pilot study involved time to complete the
task as the dependent variable and the input meth-
ods used while post-editing as the two independent
variables, i.e. i) only typing or ii) typing and dic-
tating (ASR).

Looking at the overall time spent to complete
the task across participants (see Figure 10), 6 out
of 10 benefited from integrating ASR as an input
method, being able to complete the task faster than
only typing. Participants P02, P03, P08 and P09
needed more time to complete the task when work-
ing with ASR. These four participants are also the
ones who registered a greater time difference when
comparing both tasks (up to an extra time-span of
4 minutes between task 1 and task 2 in the case
of P02). There are no big time differences be-
tween the two tasks for the rest of the participants
(12:30 minutes on average for the task involving
only keyboard and 13:02 minutes for the task in-
volving keyboard and ASR).

Figure 10: Time in minutes across tasks and texts
using SEECAT.

When asked to provide feedback about the ex-
perimental tasks in a retrospective interview, all
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participants stated that ASR seems to be a promis-
ing feature for a CAT workbench, but they all also
underpinned that they would need more time to get
acquainted with this technology in the context of
post-editing.

5 Conclusions and future enhancements

As a result of the SEECAT project, ASR has been
integrated to a computer-assisted translation tool
as an additional input method. From these pre-
liminary experiments, it seems reasonable to as-
sume that working both with ASR and typing in
post-editing tasks can be of help to boost transla-
tors’ productivity. More experiments with a larger
sample will have to be run in order to further ex-
plore the benefits of multimodal interaction both in
translation and post-editing tasks. In addition, lab
experiments showing that ASR can benefit from
MT and semantic information for better re-scoring
of ASR hypotheses have been presented.

Since WebRTC API has been used, future inves-
tigations will explore possibilities for online au-
dio streaming of the data making the events syn-
chronous rather than asynchronous. By doing this,
we want to minimize the delay while the user re-
ceives the response from the system.

Future enhancements are foreseen integrating
interactive machine translation and hand-written
recognition using e-pen for the benefit of the hu-
man translator. More experiments in the context
of professional translation over a longer period of
time will be done to measure if productivity results
increase after more hours of interaction with the
workbench.
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